After analysis of the current data, we also analyzed an older dataset (collected 1999-2001) previously used to study LAZ. 1,2 Although the older dataset did not contain as many variables as the current, we checked for trends similar to current data. Described elsewhere, 1,2 the old dataset was also developed by several (six) practitioners who examined consecutive patients having their pupils dilated in the same primary eye care setting. Although the old dataset had information on age, race, gender, refractive error, Goldmann IOP, LAZ, diabetes, and IOP medication use, data had not been collected on some variables that were associated with IOP in the newer dataset, i.e., education, body mass index, blood pressure, smoking, and history of cancer. Thus, the goal was not to exactly duplicate the new dataset analysis, but to determine if there was a LAZ-IOP relationship with similar direction and magnitude. IOP had not previously explored with the older dataset.
systolic blood pressure wasn't included. After model selection, we then used these same models to check the IOP-LAZ relationship using the newer dataset so that direct comparison could be made.
As shown in Table S1 , there were 31 right and 31 left LAZ eyes. Using similar restriction to African-American females for the newer dataset, there were 45 right and 44 left LAZ eyes. With the older dataset, the LAZ-IOP relationship was very significant for left eyes (coefficient=1.69, P=006), however lower subject numbers reduced statistical significance for right eyes (coefficient=0.96, P=0.11). Nonetheless, the coefficients Also shown in Table S1 , the characteristics of the LAZ and non-LAZ subjects were reasonably similar on the variables included in the models, except for a higher prevalence of diabetes among the non-LAZ subjects in the newer dataset. This is suspected to be due to improved referral patterns of people with diabetes for eye examinations.
Comment
The general observation of a LAZ-IOP association was strengthened when we tested the new dataset observations against the older. LAZ coefficient estimates near 1.0 mm 
